
No. 6 The Drive, Coombe,  
Kingston-upon-Thames 

Design and Access Statement

5837 - January 2015  1st Issue

A unique opportunity to acquire a property with planning permission to build a 956 m2 
(10,290 ft2) Georgian Mansion plus Pool Annexe to one’s own specifications.
Within approximately 0.70 of an acre.

Freehold guide price: £4,250,000 subject to contrAct
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Maven Plan and ADAM Architecture have been instructed by the 
applicant to advise on the proposed redevelopment of No. 6 The Drive, 
Coombe, Kingston-upon-Thames, KT2 7NY. This report sets out the 
proposals and their context.

The proposal site is located within the administrative boundary of 
Royal Borough of Kingston-upon-Thames Council and is set within 
a Local Area of Special Character adjacent to the Coombe Wood 
Conservation Area, see site location plan.

The existing building is an early 20th Century, detached two storey 
house, located towards the eastern side of the site. The property 
includes two separate single garages. The house and garages are 
largely concealed from public view by mature planting of shrubs and 
established trees to the perimeters of the site. The house and garages 
are considered to be of no significant architectural merit, with simple 
rendered façades. 

The proposal being sought by this application is to replace the existing 
house and garages with a classically designed detached house on the site 
of the existing. The new house would retain and enhance the character 
of the sloping nature of the site and the majority of the trees. 

The proposed house is designed to respect the character of the locality 
and is believed to be of a sympathetic form and of high quality in detail, 
materials and proportions, which would make the house a positive 
addition to this area of the Coombe Estate.

This document provides an overview of the existing site and the 
character of the vicinity and proposals. In summary we consider that 
the age of the current house, together with the quality of its design and 
the materials used for its construction have limited value, such that its 
demolition would cause no material harm to the locality.

INTRODUCTION

Site Location Plan
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THE DRIVE & COOMBE ESTATE CHARACTER

The Drive is part of an area known as the Coombe Estate, 
which largely comprises of an area of detached residential 
homes, private schools, heathland and the Coombe Hill Golf 
Course. Houses date from the late 19th Century through to 
the present day. The estate forms one of the United Kingdom’s 
and Europe’s premier residential areas. The land is generally 
gently undulating and is characterised by is mature planting 
and established boundaries. The curtilages are typically large, 
many with houses which have since been rebuilt and or greatly 
extended. Properties range in a variety of styles and forms 
from Victorian, Edwardian, the ornate multi-chimney Arts 
and Crafts, through to the Neo-Georgian, colonial revival and 
postmodernism. The estate adjoins the areas of Wimbledon, 
Richmond, and New Malden, whilst bordering both Wimbledon 
Common and Richmond Park.

Generally, it is an area that contains large individual houses 
set back on plots that contain extensive trees, planting and 
green spaces.  It has been developed over a long period and 
consequentially there are varying styles of architecture.

The houses generally are of traditional materials, being brick 
and stone with embellishment of applied details. The majority 
comprise of two storey accommodation, some with an attic 
level, within pitched tiled roofs that contain dormers and 
chimneys.  Many contain basements particularly those more 
recently approved and constructed.

No. 4, The Drive Stoke House, Stoke RoadNo. 2, The Drive

1970’s House, Stoke Road Hampton Spring, George RoadNew House, Stoke Road

Victorian House/School, George Road New House, The DriveNo. 8, The Drive
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The site falls to the east and south, with a house and separate garages 
either side, being set towards the eastern boundary. The current house is 
known as ‘Little Hollow’ and is fairly well screened from neighbouring 
properties and to a lesser degree from The Drive. The house, garages and 
gardens are accessed from the western side of The Drive.

The site lies outside the Coombe Wood Conservation Area and is 
within a Local Area of Special Character, having a street frontage of 
31m and an overall depth of between 93.5m and 90m, with an irregular 
rear boundary. In total the site has an area of 0.2851.59 hectares.

Currently, the property is in a reasonable condition and has not been 
the subject of significant refurbishment or upgrading over the last 
few decades. The grounds are not of the well-manicured type and are 
becoming overgrown, with elements of the planting encroaching on 
the property. The house is of painted render, with clay tiles, and metal 
framed single glazed windows.

The existing house is of an ‘L’ shape plan measuring a maximum of 14.6m 
wide by 11.8m in depth, with a pitched roof and hipped ends. The house 
has a ridge height of 9.0m measured from ground level outside the front 
door. On the northern side of the house is a garage and store and to the 
southern side at lower level, below the terrace is another garage. 

The existing house occupies an elevated position above the service 
road of The Drive. The ground floor slab level of the existing house 
is approximately 2.0m higher than the level of The Drive at the centre 
of the property. The land slopes down to the south and up to the west, 
with a direct change in level of approximately 3.6m at the centre of the 
site and a direct change in level from north to south of approximately 
1.8m across the front garden.

The existing house and the garages have a gross external floor area of 
332.15sqm.

West elevation (rear) South East view

East elevation (front) & upper drive View looking North to Nos. 4 & 6, The Drive

Lower garage and drive Rear western garden

EXISTING SITE



EXISTING SITE PLAN
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EXISTING HOUSE PLANS

Ground Floor Plan First Floor Plan
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EXISTING HOUSE ELEVATIONS

East Elevation West Elevation

South Elevation North Elevation
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EXISTING HOUSE SECTIONS

Section A-A Section B-B
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DESIGN PROPOSAL 

A pre-application submission was undertaken prior to the final 
development of the as submitted proposals, with a meeting undertaken 
with Martin Holley of Royal Borough of Kington-upon-Thames Council 
on the 14th January 2015, which resulted in a positive response. The key 
points of note from the meeting are:-

• The principle of demolition of the existing dwelling and 
redevelopment of the site to provide a new dwelling with pool 
house is acceptable,

• The form, height, layout and massing of the proposed building is 
generally acceptable, subject to no harmful impact on the amenity 
of neighbouring properties, 

• Overlooking concerns from first floor bedroom and bathroom 
windows of the house over neighbouring property could be 
overcome with the use of obscure glazing to these windows,

• The pool house should ideally be set back from the boundary,

• The pool house and the new house ideally should relate to each 
other architecturally,

• The proposals appear to be of a good quality of design and would 
fit into the locality,  

• The house to site ratio is similar to the surrounding properties 
(notwithstanding the smaller plot and dwelling at No. 4), and

• A detailed landscaping plan will be required.

The proposals for this application have been further developed to 
reflect the initial proposals and the pre-application advice received.

The replacement house is designed in a restrained classical manner, with 
simple detailing and proportions evocative of traditional houses from 
the 18th and early 19th Centuries. This form and style is representative 
in some of the surrounding properties within the Coombe Hill 
Conservation Area.

The elevations of the proposed house would be constructed using 

traditional lime mortar and a red multi facing brick, with stone or 

timber cills and door cases. The roof would be of handmade clay tiles, 

with painted hardwood modillion eaves. All external windows and 

doors would be of painted hardwood, with rainwater goods of painted 

cast iron or aluminum. Two roof lights are proposed, a central one 

above the hall at second floor level that is set below the main ridge 

and a second lighting the back hall at ground floor level. 

The proposed house is designed to sit comfortably within the mature 

landscaping, being set at a similar ground floor level to the existing 

property, with the house positioned in the locality of the existing, 

thus limiting its impact and presence on the neighbouring properties 

at No. 4 and No. 8 The Drive. 

The composition of the proposed house and the main entrance has 

been designed to provide a coherent formal ‘in and out’ drive in front 

of the main façade, with an access drive leading down to the proposed 

basement level, working with the north south fall of the site. The 

basement level will be largely underground with an access ramp to 

the south and serviced with lightwells to the east.

The proposal is to be of simple classical detailing with relief work, 

such as quoins, arches and banding course undertaken in brickwork 

and not render or stonework.

A Life Times Home Statement and a Crime Impact Assessment to 
support the proposals are to be found in Appendices I & II.

Schedule of materials:- 

• Facing brickwork, 

• Handmade clay tiles, with lead roll hips and ridges,

• Painted hardwood doors, windows and eaves,

• Stone doorcase to main entrance and garden façade,

• Painted timber doorcase to side entrance, and

• Painted cast iron or aluminium rainwater goods.

Scale – The proposed house is considered to be suitably scaled in 
relation to the positioning within the residential curtilage, whilst also 
considering the proximity to the surrounding mature perimeter trees 
and massing of the existing dwellings at No. 4 and No. 8 The Drive. The 
proportions of the replacement house have largely been developed in 
relation to the width of the site and those of the existing house. 

The ridge of new house is set 1.3m above the ridge of the existing house 
and 0.9m above the ridge of No. 4. The minimal height increase is not 
considered to be excessive as the pitched design of the roof will help to 
limit any additional impact, further to this the step down in roof levels 
along the western side of The Drive is maintained with the proposals.  

Additional limiting of the impact of the development is achieved with 
the proposed replacement garage being set at basement level, with 
access obtained by a ramp to the south, working with the north to 
south fall across the site. 

A series of comparative plans, elevations, sections and street views 
provide an analysis between the existing house, the proposals and 

scheme development, see pages 11-22. The drawings indicate that there is 

not an overly excessive change between the bulk, mass and width of the 
existing when compared to the proposal, with limited encroachment 
on No. 4 and No. 8.

The proposed replacement dwelling has a gross internal floor area of 
956.70 sqm, including basement and parking area. The proposed Pool 
House has a gross internal floor area of 127.20 sqm.

Residential Access – The existing vehicular and pedestrian entrance 
from The Drive will be reconfigured with an ‘in and out’ drive, with 
the introduction of stone and brick piers and gates. 

Level Access – Would be provided at ground floor level of the proposed 
replacement house via the north side entrance, leading to a lift giving 
access to the basement and first and second floor levels. The house will 
be specifically designed to accommodate the requirements of disabled 
access, and will comply with all relevant sections of the Building 
Regulations Approved Documents.

Accessible WC – Two accessible WC’s are to be provided on the ground 
floor of the house. 

Overlooking  & Natural Light – The positioning and design of the 
proposals have been considered to maintain a house on the site of 
the existing, with the upgrading and retention of the majority of the 
current planted enclosures, thus limiting  any potentially for adverse 
overlooking of the neighbouring properties. Further to this, the 
majority of the principal habitable rooms are oriented to face east and 
west. Side windows will include obscure glazing of the lower sashes at 
first floor level and in the WC’s at ground floor level. 

A daylight and sunlight assessment a by Herrington Consulting Limited 
accompanies this application.

Parking & Accessibility – The proposals will obtain access from The 
Drive in a similar fashion to the existing arrangement. Provision has 
been made for a three bay garage within the proposed basement. The 
new bonded gravel drive will provide an area for informal parking in 
front of the replacement house for several cars. Secure bicycle storage 
will be accommodated within the proposed basement parking area.

Refuse & Recycling – Provision for refuse and recycling bins and 
containers is located adjacent to the northern entrances gates, which 
allows easy access from the house and collection, whilst keeping refuse 
and recycling a suitable distance from the house. Refuse and recycling 
will continue to be collected in the same manner as existing, with the 
refuse, recycling bins and containers being taken to the main gates 
for collecting.
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DESIGN PROPOSAL 

External Lighting – Discrete lighting will be provided to illuminate 
the entrance drive, house and garage ramp for security and safety 
purposes. Lighting is also proposed for the main and side entrances. 

Sustainability – All new services will be designed to sustainable 
standards, with the use of high levels of insulation and ‘A’ rated 
electrical goods.

The new areas of landscaping and bonded gravel drive will incorporate 
drainage that will remove water away from the building and where 
possible rainwater harvesting will be introduced for irrigation purposes.

All materials that are salvageable from the site will be reused as part 
of the works. All new materials will be sourced locally where feasible. 
All masonry materials from the removal of the existing buildings 
will be removed from site to an appropriate registered site for re-use 
as hardcore or salvaged for potential reuse. 

The replacement house is designed to achieve Level 4 of the Code for 
Sustainable Homes. Further details are provided within the Energy 
Performance Report – By Maven Sustainability.

Summary – It is thought that the design proposals have been 
sensitively considered and are inline with the positive pre-application 
advice received from Royal Borough of Kingtos-upon-Thames at the 
meeting dated 14th January 2015. A planning statement by Maven Plan 
accompanies this application. 



PROPOSED SITE PLAN



PROPOSED RENDERED ELEVATION
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Existing Street View

Proposed Street View
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LANDSCAPE PROPOSALS

The replacement house and introduction of the pool house require 

re-landscaping of the site, to accommodate the proposals and improve 

the practical use of the gardens and place the scheme into a cohesive 

and well considered context.

The current gardens are not maintained to the highest standard, with 

the east to west and south to north falls providing impractical use 

of the central rear garden. The front garden is currently relatively 

overgrown and comprises of two separate drives to the north and 

south respectively, with a central path dissecting an area of lawn. 

The rear garden is larger and surrounded by mature trees and shrubs, 

including overgrown hedges.

The proposed redevelopment of the site, replacement house and pool 

house has been considered in relation to the mature planting of merit 

and the falls across and along the site.

Front Forecourt – A bonded gravel drive and entrance forecourt is 

required to accommodate access to the proposed replacement house 

and the basement level garage. The current house is served with 

two separate drives, requiring reversing of motor vehicles into The 

Drive and limited onsite parking. The proposed ‘in-and-out’ drive 

will create additional onsite parking and ease access to and from the 

site. The sloping nature of the entrance front is to be largely retained 

and enhanced with the creation of the drive and steps to the main 

entrance, and the levels altered to the south-east to accommodate the 

ramp for the basement access. Placing the ramp in this area limits the 

amount of earth removal, owing to the lower levels in this area and 

in turn limits any associated adverse impact of the proposals on the 

neighbouring property of No. 8 The Drive.

The current site boundary with The Drive consists of a low stone wall 

and mature cypress hedge, incorporating apertures for the drives and 

path. It is proposed to remove the hedge and stone wall and replace 

them with a realigned brick wall with two sets of piers and gates. 

The gates will provide both pedestrian and vehicular access to the 

replacement house, whilst providing ‘in-and-out’ vehicular movement 

on and through the forecourt. 

The forecourt will be largely an area for hard landscaping (vehicular 

movement/parking areas) in front of the house, with Yew hedging to 

the south and north boundaries. Planting borders will be incorporated 

in front of the house and along the south, east and north boundaries. 

An area of formal lawn will face the house, with the focal point 

and a feature (stature/urn or seat) aligned to the front door. The 

new eastern boundary wall will have a border on the inside, with 

a pleached Lime tree screen, allowing a degree of privacy, whilst 

allowing discrete views to and from the house, which will increase 

security surveillance of The Drive, house and forecourt. Small areas 

formed outside the new wall, will be planted with Saracocacca 

Conlusa (Sweet Box) hedging.

The existing Silver Birch (Tree 1) will be retained and is within the 

boundary of the neighbouring property of No. 4. Currently, the 

north drive access is laid over a significant area of the root zone. The 

northern proposed reworking of the drive is to be moved further 

south and will remove a substantial amount of impermeable surfacing 

from this area. The areas under the Silver Birch (Tree 1) that will 

no longer be of tarmacadam, will be of a more porous nature, with 

either planted borders or areas of lawn. This will be beneficial for 

the long term health of this specimen tree.

Western Rear Garden – Currently the rear garden is largely laid to 

lawn with mature planting to the south and north boundaries, with 

an area of informal trees and shrubs to the western boundary. As 

outlined previously this area of the garden has falls to the south and 

east, and rises to the west and north. 

The replacement house is to be set at a similar ground floor level as 

the existing house, at a datum of 34.400, with the external terrace 

being set at 34.250. The proposed pool house is also set at the same 

datum’s respectively, which allows for the garden to be levelled in 

the central area to form a large lawn terrace, for family recreation, 

grounding and aesthetic setting for the new buildings. 

The pool house is located to the northern boundary, set between 

and outside the tree protection zones of a Common Beech (Tree 

26) and a Common Ash (Tree 9 – which is located just within the 

boundary of No. 4). The pool house is cut into the fall of the land to 

achieve its setting with the lawn terrace and relationship with the 

replacement house. Setting the pool house into the ground reduces 

its impact in the landscape and any potentially adverse visual impact 

in relationship to the neighbouring property of No. 4. The rear wall 

of the pool house will form a brick wall and new boundary between 

the site and No. 4. The mature Common Beech (Tree 26) and Common 

Ash (Tree 9) will further obscure and limited views of the pool house 

from neighbouring viewpoints, which will further be obscured with 

the existing trees to the west and south, along with the upgrading of 

the southern boundary with Yew hedging.

The land levels around Tree No’s 9 and 26 will be retained, with the 

introduction of stone retaining walls outside the tree protection zones. 

Areas of informal planting will be introduced over the root zones.

The central lawn terrace will be formed with the leveling of the land 

from the northern and western areas into the lower eastern and south 

areas (outside the tree protection zones). The lawn terrace will fall 

short of the southern boundary, where a brick or stone retaining wall 

will be incorporated. The lower levels along the southern boundary 

will be maintained to form a lower herbaceous garden walk, with a 

focal point (sculpture/urn or seat). Limiting the terrace to stay well 

within the site, will retain the land levels largely as existing between 

the site and the neighbouring property of No.8, therefore limiting 

any potential impact to this dwelling and its garden.

The terrace level above the turning alcove (i.e. at basement garage/

ramp level) will incorporate planting borders, stone paving and steps 

leading down to the lower herbaceous garden walk. Pleached Limes 

will provide discrete screening of this area and protect views to and 

from the neighbouring property of No. 8.

Leading from the herbaceous garden walk and the lawn terrace the 

existing area of western boundary trees will be retained, with thinning 

out of shrubs at ground level. This area will become an informal 

woodland, under planted with grass paths, seasonal bulbs and woodland 

plants. Access from the lawn terrace will be via stone steps leading 

up into this area and via a ramped access from the herbaceous garden 

walk. Composting bins and sheds will also be located in this area. 

Yew hedging is to be introduced along the southern boundary and 

some areas of the northern boundary. Existing fences will be replaced 

where appropriate in the same locations, with chain link fencing or 

timber close boarding.

Summary – The re-landscaping of the garden is thought to be a 

harmonious creation for the replacement house, pool house and its 

mature urban context. The proposals actively retain mature trees of 

merit, whilst upgrading the site and boundary treatments.



LANDSCAPE PLAN
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LANDSCAPE PRECEDENTS

Pleached Lime screening with wall Dry stone retaining walls

Yew boundary hedge Local example of similar boundary treatment

Pleached Lime screen with dry stone wall Herbacious border/walk

Stone terrace and lawn

Herbacious border/walk

Stone steps

Example of entrance gates

Example of brick wall and pier

Dry stone walls
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FLOOD RISK ASSESSMENT & DRAINAGE

The existing and replacement house and site is not in a flood risk 
zone, as can be identified on the Environment Agency flood map. 
Accordingly, it is considered that the proposals will not increase the 
potential for flooding on site or elsewhere in the immediate vicinity. 
The altered landscaping will be serviced by on site soak-away drainage. 
Foul domestic waste will be connected to the existing mains drainage 
to be found in The Drive.

CONCLUSION

It is our belief that these proposals will not adversely affect the neighbouring 
properties or this area of the Coombe Estate or the architectural character 
of this locality, with the replacement house respecting the scale and form of 
the site and its mature planted enclosure and setting.

It is considered that the proposals set out in this document and the 
accompanying drawings have been developed in a careful and sensitive 
manner, and are envisaged to be of benefit to the locality and its 
contextual setting, whilst being an enhancement to the site and wider 
context of the Coombe Estate.
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APPENDIX I - LIFE TIME HOMES STATEMENT
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APPENDIX I - LIFE TIME HOMES STATEMENT
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APPENDIX II - CRIME IMPACT ASSESSMENT






